
Golf Genius live scoring 
NEWGA 2023 
 

This year, when courses can support use of the Golf Genius app, NEWGA will be utilizing the 
app for tournament scoring.  This will allow us to complete scoring in a more efficient manner. 

At least ONE PERSON from each group will be required to use the app on their mobile 
device.  The person will score for the GROUP regardless of team or partners.   

The hard copy scorecard also must be kept and signed accurate scorecards will continue to 
be the official score of the group.   
 
BE READY BEFORE THE TOURNAMENT: 

DOWNLOAD THE MOBILE APP:  We encourage ALL NEWGA members to download and try 
this so that they become comfortable using Golf Genius. 

Search the App Store for the free app by entering "Golf Genius.” The app is available for the 
iPhone/iPad (Apple OS 11.0 or later) and Android phone/tablet (Android 4.4 or later).  

Download the app that has this orange background:  

 
 
  
ON TOURNAMENT DAY 
 
Decide who will be the Golf Genius marker in the group and who will keep the card or cards. 
 
MARKERS ENTER SCORES ON THE APP:  

1. Click in the GGID field and enter your group’s assigned GGID (do not enter your email).  

2. Click “Sign In.”  
3. Click one of the player’s names. Your pairing group will be listed.  

4. Enter scores for each player.  
5. Click “Save Scores.” At this point the scores are posted to the live leaderboard. If an 

incorrect score was saved, you can go back to that hole, adjust the score and save 
again.  

Your scorecard and scorecards of other teams, including live leaderboards of established 
tournaments, will be accessible for viewing during the tournament. To ensure fairness in 

tournaments, Golf Genius scoring should be entered hole by hole and not halfway through or at 
the end of the round.  



 
 
 
Reach out to any NEWGA board member for assistance in using the Golf Genius app to enter 
golf scores.  
 
— Sandy Morley, Tournament Chair 
     Joyce Bassett, Handicap Chair  


